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Kirstie Alley, the two-time Emmy-win-
ning actor who starred in the hit tel-
evision sitcom “Cheers”, died

Monday after a battle with cancer, her
family said. She was 71. “We are sad to
inform you that our incredible, fierce and
loving mother has passed away after a
battle with cancer, only recently discov-
ered,” her children Lillie Price Stevenson
and William True Stevenson said in a
statement on Twitter. “Our mother’s zest

and passion for life, her children, grand-
children and her many animals, not to
mention her eternal joy of creating, were
unparalleled and leave us inspired to live
life to the fullest just as she did.”

Alley rose to prominence for her role as
Rebecca Howe in the NBC sitcom
“Cheers” about a Boston bar, for which
she received an Emmy for best lead
actress in a comedy series in 1991. She
received a second Emmy for her role in

the television film “David’s Mother.” Alley
also starred in the 1989 romantic comedy
film “Look Who’s Talking”-as well as its two
sequels-alongside John Travolta. Travolta
paid tribute to the actor Monday night,
posting a photograph of a young Alley on
Instagram. “Kirstie was one of the most
special relationships I’ve ever had,”
Travolta said. “I love you Kirstie. I know we
will see each other again.” — AFP

Tweet sparks
Musk fever in EU’s
poorest corner

An off the cuff tweet by Elon Musk
has left Bulgarians over the moon,
hoping the world’s richest man

may be planning to visit the EU’s poorest
region. The Tesla, SpaceX and now
Twitter boss-who is not immune to bouts
of online whimsy-recently commented on
an image of the towering Belogradchik
Rocks in northwestern Bulgaria under
menacing clouds. “Pretty sure that was in
Elden Ring,” Musk tweeted, referring to

one of his favorite video games.
Bulgarians were quick to educate him.
“Dear Elon, this is from Bulgaria! I invite
you to see this place,” Tourism Minister
Ilin Dimitrov responded.

Hundreds of other Twitter users did
likewise, delighted by the attention for a
country rarely in the spotlight of the rich
and famous. An official invite was
promptly dispatched, accompanied by a
silver rhyton drinking horn, a symbol of
the ancient Thracian civilization that
Bulgaria prides itself on.

Mystery deepens 
The plot thickened when the chef of a

high-end restaurant about 20 kilometers
(12 miles) from Belogradchik published
an email purportedly from SpaceX hint-
ing at a visit by Musk in April 2023. The
whole episode ignited a social media
buzz, with memes aplenty showing the
billionaire drinking the local rakia alcohol
or dressed in traditional Bulgarian attire.
Not everyone was star-struck. “He will
come and buy our land,” one woman
worried.

But the online frenzy has delighted
Vladislav Terziiski, who took the picture
of the spectacular Belogradchik rocks
and its fortress some five years ago. “It is
so rare that good news from Bulgaria
sparks such interest,” he told AFP, wel-
coming “the wave of reactions, jokes,
anecdotes and expressions of national
pride.” As for a possible visit by the man
himself? “I am quite skeptical,” Terziiski
said. “But I keep some hope in my heart.”

‘Three-day wonder’ 
The Belogradchik fortress awaits its

“messiah”, political scientist Dimitar
Ganev joked on Bulgarian television.
Almost obscured by the mist on a cold
November day when AFP visited, the
impressive rocks were indeed waiting...
for tourists. While visitors frequent the
site in the warmer spring and summer
months, the biggest group on that
November day was a three-men camera
crew filming for their own project. Also,
few of the 5,500 inhabitants of the little
town at the foot of the fortress were get-
ting that excited. Like the rest of
Bulgaria, whose population has been
dropping since the end of communism,
Belogradchik has lost half of its people
since 1991.

Musk “does what he wants, why not
come and visit a nice site and a poor
region”, said Svetoslav Zahariev, a
construction worker in his 50s, who
was “disappointed to find the same
misery” on his return here after 16
years working abroad. More than 40
percent of the region’s people l ive
below the poverty line, making it the
EU’s poorest, according to Eurostat.
Local officials are pushing concrete
government policies to help develop
tourism, instead of empty declarations.

“You see how one picture has
reached Musk. We can’t do all this alone,
we need a government policy (for tourist
development of the region),” longtime

mayor Boris Nikolov told AFP. Tourism
numbers increased sharply after the
Belogradchik Rocks were named as one
of the New 7 Wonders of Nature poll by a
Swiss foundation in 2007. But people left
“disappointed by the lack of infrastructure
and accommodation”, deputy mayor
Rosen Mladenov lamented.

“What is this country that relies on a
tweet from Musk to develop its tourism!”
he fumed. And even if the tech billionaire
comes, he “would only be a three-day

wonder, unless he invests here”, Nikolov
said. So far Musk has remained unchar-
acteristically silent, ignoring numerous
questions on Twitter from the Bulgarian
media asking him to confirm or deny a
visit. Should Musk venture into this neg-
lected corner of Bulgaria, he should not
risk one of his Tesla cars on its rutted
roads, a Sofia newspaper warned.
Instead, it said, it was best he come in a
rocket. — AFP

‘Goblin mode’
conquers 
Oxford’s word 
of year contest
“Goblin mode” - a slang

term to describe
“unapologetically self -

indulgent, lazy, slovenly, or greedy”
behaviour-has won an inaugural pub-
lic vote for word of the year, Oxford
University Press said on Monday.
Typically used in the expressions “in
goblin mode” or “to go goblin mode”,
it crushed two other contenders-
”metaverse” and “#IStandWith”-short-
listed by Oxford lexicographers for
the annual accolade. The phrase
went viral on social media in
February and then spread into news-
papers and magazines, according to
Oxford University Press, which pub-
lishes the Oxford English Dictionary
and announces its yearly winner. The
victorious word or expression should
reflect the “ethos, mood, or preoccu-
pations of the past twelve months,
one that has potential as a term of
lasting cultural significance,” it noted.

Previous words of the year include
“vax” (2021), “climate emergency”
(2019) and “selfie” (2013). For the
first time, Oxford University Press let
the public choose the winning word
from the three-strong shortlist decid-
ed by its lexicographers. Over two
weeks of online voting by more than
300,000 people, they opted over-
whelmingly for “goblin mode”. As well
as being unapologetically self-indul-
gent, the phrase also denotes behav-
ior that is also typically “rejecting of
social norms or expectations”, it said.
Its use grew in popularity during 2022
as COVID lockdown restrictions
eased in many countries and people
ventured out of their homes more
regularly, according to a statement
announcing the result.— AFP

In this file photo taken US actress Kirstie Alley wears fashions by Zang Toi during the Mercedes-
Benz NY/Spring 2012 fashion week in New York. — AFP photos

In this file photo US actress Kirstie Alley
attends the season finale of American Idol at
the Kodak Theatre in Los Angeles, California.

In this file photo US actress Kirstie Alley stands
with her children True and Lilly, as well as their
friend Timothy, as they attend the premiere of
Monsters Inc in Los Angeles, California.

In this file photo US actress Kirstie Alley
attends the opening of “Lillie’s Learning Place”
at the scientologist center in Los Angeles,
California.

The town of Belogradchik, seen from the Belogradchik fortress. — AFP photos 

Tunisia film 
portrays ‘modern 
and connected’
rural youth

The Tunisian director of “Under the
Fig Trees”, which portrays young
harvest workers, said she hoped the

award-winning drama film would “smash
the cliche” that rural women are “miser-
able and closed”. Erige Sehiri told AFP
her first feature-length work relates the
secrets, love stories and resentments of
the mostly female orchard workers who
live in the countryside but are “modern
and connected”. The young women pick
fruit in rural Tunisia but are hyper-con-
nected and use social media to eke out
their freedom, in contrast to their older
colleagues who live in a more conserva-
tive world. “Our young people are so
modern, just like everywhere else in the
world,” said Sehiri, 40.

The fig orchard, near the town of
Kesra, “represents a space of liberty for
workers, especially the young ones,
where they can talk and discuss every-
thing freely,” she said. Shot in the blister-
ing summer heat of Tunisia’s marginalized
north, the characters are played by actors
from similar backgrounds — all amateurs
who normally have harvest jobs or work
at wholesale markets. “It’s a film inspired
by real events, things I’ve heard from
women farm workers who work hard all
year, and high school students who come
in the summer,” the director said.

The young women, sometimes helped
by a young man, pick soft ripe figs which
are then packaged by older workers,
under the orders of a bossy young man
representing the traditional patriarchal
structure. The symbolism extends to the
trees themselves, representing the hard-
ships of life, while the mature figs reflect
the girls’ discovery of sensuality. The film,
a co-production involving France, Tunisia,
Qatar, Switzerland and Germany, will hit
screens in France on Wednesday and
premiere later in Britain, Italy and Belgium.
It has been shortlisted to represent Tunisia
at the Oscars next year, having won
awards at film festivals in Tunisia, Belgium
and Germany as well as the Ecoprod
prize at Directors’ Fortnight in Cannes.

Produced on a budget of just 300,000
euros ($315,000), the work is “a film on
the individual and the collective,
because one doesn’t exist without the
other, they go together”, Sehiri said. It
looks at the links of solidarity between
the women, who share their food and
dreams of freedom. At the end of a hard
day’s work, the young workers make
themselves pretty and take selfies for
their social media. One of the main char-
acters, Fide, is played by Ameni Fdhili, a
student who picks cherries for extra
cash in the summer. —AFP

This photograph shows the Belogradchik fortress in the northwestern region of Bulgaria. 

A visitor climbing the rocks, inside the Belogradchik fortress. 

This photograph shows Ventseslav Nikolov,
72, retired educater, with his goat in the vil-
lage of Stakevtsi.


